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£200k

Investment Required

c.5%-8%
Shareholding Offer

Deal:

Equity – c.5%-8%

Bondford is a software-as-a-service (“SaaS”) platform,
providing corporates with automated, accurate and objective
measurement of their foreign exchange (“FX”) trading costs.

Funding: UK Launch and scale
Round:

£200k Seed

Stage:

MVP / Beta Testing

Market:

£1.3 billion (UK only)

Sector:

FinTech / SaaS / Software

SEIS/EIS APPROVED

Our TCA tool helps clients to negotiate improved FX ‘spreads’ with their
financial counterparts, resulting in significant cost-savings. Real-time
monitoring of our client’s FX transaction costs ensures client spreads
are not widened and the broker is accountable for performance. Data
and analytics drive smarter decision-making regarding FX counterparts and services.
We’ve already established a FTSE 250 co-development partner and
have registered interest from 17 corporates, including household
brands such as Spotify and Burger King. Funding will enable us to
launch our MVP and start generating revenues.
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SignD has been self-funded until MVP launch in January 2019. We closed
deals with the leading MNOs and financial institutions to use our white
SignD
has been self-funded until MVP launch in January 2019. We closed
labeled end-2-end solutions for their consumer onboarding and KYC.
deals
with the leading MNOs and financial institutions to use our white
labeled end-2-end solutions for their consumer onboarding and KYC.

Request Investment Deck

£2.5m

Investment Required

$100bn
Global Market

Deal:
Equity -TBC
Funding: R&D Cannabis extractions
/ UK office / Supply chain
development
Round: £2.5m Upper Seed
Stage:
Pre Rev
Market: $100 Billion Globally
Sector: Cosmetics / Phama

We created technology to transform vegetable waste into
high tech products for the cosmetic and pharma industry.
In December 2017 we closed the first deal with Conserve
Italia, a major food production co. The deal saw Conserve Italia
committing to an 18 MILLION EURO INVESTMENT.

Request Investment Deck

ENABLING THE CONNECTED WORKPLACE
£250k

Investment Required

Deal:
Equity -15%
Funding: Build UK support Team,
scale dev team and
marketing for EU release
Round: £250k Seed
Stage:
Final prototype / Initial
Release
Market: $1 Billion Globally
Sector: Big Data / Integration
platform as a service
(IPAAS)

15%

Shareholding Offer

$1bn
Global Market

Blend Suite enables users to connect, integrate and
sync data between almost any cloud based software or
internet of things device.
Over 100k pre-release revenue and a negative burn rate, with
100 Paid Clients and 80% Growth 2017 - 2018.

Request Investment Deck

UK Manufacturered
£1.3m in pre orders

Pitch Deck
October
2018to
Investment Required

£270k
Fulfil Orders

22%
Equity

Deal:
Funding:
Round:
Stage:
Sector:

In March 2018, we received a £512,600 order from the
distributors supplying Sinopharm ($US35bn TURNOVER
with 3000 outlets), China’s largest pharmaceutical company
addition there is another order worth £800,000 from another
Chinese distributor which is being considered as back up as
well as interest from Asda who would like the product range
in their own branding, something Mipi has done for 10
years previously. Furthermore, discussions with Mothercare,
Morrisons and Boots are on going

22% Equity
To fulfil orders
£270k Seed
Pre Revenue
Baby products

Connect with Mipibaby

In March 2018, we received an order from the distributors supplying Sinopharm, China’s largest
pharmaceutical company and backed by the Chinese State Governmet. With a turnover of $US35bn

Company equity shares of 22% are on offer for an investment of
£270K. According to conservative forecasts based on acquiring only
1 client in the UK and 1 client globally each year, an investment of
£270K would return £5.3m in 5 years, an ROI of 19.6 times.

in 2015 and over 3000 outlets nationally, this is a huge opportunity for the Mipibaby brand. In
addition there is another order worth £800,000 from another Chinese distributor which is being
considered as back up as well as interest from Asda who would like the product range in their own
branding, something Mipi has done for 10 years previously. Furthermore, discussions with
Mothercare, Morrisons and Boots are on going

£150k
Investment
Required

10%

Equity
Stakeholding

£77k

Revenue since
April 2018
Launch
HIGH PROFILE CLUB

HIGH PROFILE CLUB

Award-winning PR platform that connects entrepreneurs to
media and journalists seeking expert commentators

2

Deal:
10% Equity
Funding: Platform development,
recruit key personnel
Round: £150k Seed
Stage:
Revenue generating
Sector: SaaS Platform, PRtech
Private and conﬁdential not for circulation or citation

1

Connect with High Profile

mipibaby.com

HIGH PROFILE CLUB [HPC] aims to disrupt the traditional
PR routes to publicity by connecting journalists directly
to entrepreneurs via its platform. Members choose one
of three subscription models, which guarantee up to
20 features in publications. Additional benefits include
workshops, social events and networking.
The business has converted 7.6% [61] of event attendees [Leeds
& London] to paid subscribers, creating revenues of £77k and is
projecting to create a further 1208 new members within the next
3 years. HPC plans to open in a further 5 cities by March 2021,
generating Gross Profits of £2.1m by 2022 year end.

Private and conﬁdential not for circulation or citation

mipibaby.com

www.vestemi.com

AVE

£750k £2.5-£3.5m

Investment Required

Pre Money Valuation

Radbot reduces heating consumption
through the use of smart technology.

Subject to winter sales with EDF/British Gas etc

Deal:
Equity - 21% - 30%
Investment to date: £900k
Funding: Global Launch & Scale
Round: £750k Upper Seed
Stage:
Revenue Generating
Market: £7.1bn Global TRVs
Sector: Eco / Green

23.2m

UK Homes use gas for heating
Source: nationalgrid.com

The Radbot is a smart radiator valve (TRV), designed to
automatically regulate room temperature by analysing when
rooms are unoccupied.
Over 8 days, it learns how each room is used and anticipates occupancy
hour by hour, turning it up and down by up to 60C. It does not require a
room thermostat, app or complex smart home system.
Radbot pays for itself within 12-18 months, saving around £180 per
annum from an initial cost of £194 for 4 units.

80m

Replacement Valves
Sold PA UK & EU

£7.1bn

Global Thermostatic Radiator
Valve Market by 2021
Source: MarketResearch

Radbot overview
99

Fully automatic - no complex programming

99

Fit and forget technology; no plumber
required

99

SMART radiator valve with rapid ROI for
customer

99

3 sensors; light, temperature and humidity

99

Artificial Intelligence: on-board software
continually monitors individual rooms and
adjusts temperature

99

Detects room by room occupation 24/7
and anticipates when the room needs
heating

99

Regulates heating in unoccupied rooms;
rolling 8-day memory of occupancy in
1-hour slots

99

Approx £180 saving per annum - 4/5
Radbots per home

99

‘Best-in-class’ for savings

Revenue Generating

Connect me with Vestemi

SPAS & CLINICS

£150k

Investment Required

Hydrotherapy oxygen treatment for beauty
therapy, recovery from injury and sports
training, speeds up wound healing, whilst
detoxifying and strengthening the body’s
immune system.

Deal:
Funding:
Round:
Stage:
Market:
Sector:

REQUEST MORE INFO
UK Launch
£150k Seed
Pre Revenue
$4.2 trillion industry up by
12.8% in the last two years
Wellness

NANEAU water is an absolutely unique advancement
in hydrotherapy water technology, which offers a world
changing oxygen treatment for Self-Pampering / Relaxation,
Injury Recovery and Medical Despair (Holistic Medicine).
NANEAU creates nanoscopic oxygen bubbles, saturated in water.
Simply put, nanobubbles are gas bubbles in liquid that are one 800th
of the width of a human hair and 7 times smaller than a red bloodcell, which are bioavailable to the human body. They offer an oxygen
boost that has not been possible before.

Oxygen strengthens the hear t

Each treatment room has the ability to generate £152,880 at 60%
occupancy, together with subscription from bottled water revenue.

Increased oxygen delivery to the hear t
lowers the resting hear t rate and
strengthens the contraction of the cardiac
muscle.

The opportunity is to own and operate treatment centres initially
in the UK but quickly expanding internationally through a licensing
model.

A lack of oxygen has been pinpointed as a
cause of, or a factor contributing to, nearly
all our degenerative diseases such as
cancer, hear t disease and immune system
malfunctions.

Oxygen rebuilds the good and
destroys the bad
It gives the body the ability to rebuild itself,
detoxifies the blood and strengthens the
immune system.
Neutralises environmental toxins, and
destroys infectious bacteria, parasites,
microbes and viruses.
Oxygen greatly enhances the body’s
absorption of vitamins, minerals, amino
acids, proteins and other impor tant
nutrients.

The business will start with stand alone units of 4-8 hydrotherapy
baths whilst building the brand, followed by rental sales to spas,
hotels, clinics (beauty/medical/care homes/gyms).
The treatment takes just 20 mins and meets the ever growing
demand for short treatment sessions without the need for a
therapist.
The average treatment room yield in larger/ mature spa businesses
are in excess of £100,000 per room per year operating at 85% 90%. Wellness treatments and products have grown by 500% in the
last 20 years. Globally, Wellness spas attracted 46% return visitors.

OVERVIEW PER TREATMENT

NANEAU WATER BATH w/ 20 mins SOAK

Heating, water supply and waste : 200 ltrs deep bath, (Based on £3.25 per 1m3 for commercial
water and waste), 1x 330ml drinking water supplied per treatment & cleaning fluid

£1.95

RUNNING COST PER TREATMENT

£45

RRP PER TREATMENT

Connect with Naneau

Reducing Diesel Consumption > Lowering Emissions<

Deal:
Equity
Funding: Secondary Market Share
offer
Stage:
Post Rev
Market: $100 Billion Globally
Sector: Energy Reduction

Since SEED funding
Now owns IP
Licensed to US company
Trials commencing in South Africa
and France plus numerous UK
hauliers
60 units sold to UK haulier
Trial cost qualifies for R&D tax
credits

A New Combustion technology that increases profits
for hauliers and lowers the worlds carbon footprint, by
reducing diesel consumption by up to 18% with a cleaner
burn to lower emmissions.
The Alchemist responds to data from the ECU, which analyses
the optimum application of LPG to create the cleanest burn
possible. Telematics produce detailed reports on the savings and
can also identify heavy footed drivers.
Equity shares are offered on the secondary market to allow new
investors the opportunity to to join Tribunes journey prior to the
completion of trials in US, South Africa, France and several major
hauliers in the UK. Trials take place prior to purchase as with their
first UK order for 60 units. There are 329m trucks on the roads
globally who have the ability to retro fit the Alchemist unit.

Request Investment Deck

CAPITAL AT RISK
Investment in unquoted businesses carry high risks as well as the possibility of high rewards and an
investor’s capital is at risk in making such investments. It is highly speculative and potential investors
should be aware that no established market exists for the trading of shares in private companies.
Please note that any tax treatments referred to in financial promotions approved or issued by the
investee will depend on the individual circumstances of the investor. Investors should be aware that
other costs and taxes may arise for them in relation to making investments.
By enquiring about a deal you will receive fur ther information regarding the investment oppor tunity
which may include a ‘Business Plan’, ‘Marketing Plan’, ‘Investment Decks’, Investment Memorandums’,
Pitch Decks or other material. Direct contact with the Founder will take place once you have shown
an interest in meeting or discussing the oppor tunity fur ther.
Potential or actual investors are responsible for obtaining all necessary information for evaluating
the relative merits and risks of an investment, as well as engaging their own investment advisor if
deemed to be appropriate. BSG is not responsible for, and shall have no liability for, any investment
decisions. The entering into of any investment transaction will be with the respective company
without involvement of, or par ticipation by, BSG. Potential or actual investors understand that any
investment they may make entails substantial risks and need to be able to bear the complete loss of
any such investment.
Business Shaper Group is not a venture fund, investment bank, broker/dealer, investment
clearinghouse, investment por tal, or any other form of investment advisor, and is not registered with
the Financial Conduct Authority. Any information distributed by BSG, its officers and associates is for
information purposes only and is not intended to be, and is not, an endorsement, approval or other
recommendation with respect to any securities and/or investments. Dissemination of information
does not constitute an endorsement of the accuracy or adequacy of the information.
You may have the right to protection under the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and the
right to refer complaints to the Financial Ombudsman Service; this depends on the type of business
and the circumstances of the claim or complaint. Where a par ticular investment contains an overseas
element, these protections may not be available. Fur ther information about applicable compensation
and protection is available from the FSCS and FOS.
All information given to you by Business Shaper Group Limited is confidential and must not be passed
to others without first seeking the approval of Business Shaper Group Limited. It may not be used
for any purpose other than to consider whether you should enter into discussions with the business
described.

